BASIC supplies for all students
· Backpack
· Organizational method (3-Ring Binder or accordion file)
· Pencil Pouch
· Stylus Pen
· Earbuds or headphones
· Grid/graph paper, preferably in a spiral notebook or composition notebook
· Ruler (metric)
· Pocket Folder
· Highlighters, at least four different colors
· #2 Pencils, 2 dozen
· Pencil sharpener with container
· Blue or Black Pens (erasable if possible)
· (2) Large Pink Erasers
· Colored Pencils, 24 count
· Loose Leaf Notebook Paper, college ruled
· Spiral Notebooks, college ruled, 9-12
· Composition Book, college ruled
· (2) Glue Sticks
· (2) Tape Dispensers
· Scissors
· Optional: Scientific calculator (Math I, II, III)

ADDITIONAL items (class/grade specific)

7th/8th Grade Visual Arts
· Non-Permanent Markers (alcohol-based artist markers OK, but no paint pen markers)
· Colored Pencils, 24 count (Crayola or Prisma color recommended)
· Pencil Pouch (with student name written in permanent marker)
· #2 Pencils (6) or mechanical pencil (with additional graphite)
· Pencil Sharpener with Container (best for color pencil sharpening)

Orchestra (Items may be purchased at Music World or Beacocks Music or online)
· 3-ring black binder (2 inch) with windows on front and back
· Beginning Orchestra Method Book: Essential Elements Book 1 (instrument specific)
· Intermediate Orchestra Method Book: Essential Elements Book 2 (instrument specific)

Band (Items may be purchased at Music World or Beacocks Music or online)
· 3-ring black binder (2 inch) with windows on front and back
· Beginning Band Method Book: Sound Innovations Book 1 (instrument specific)
· Concert Band Method Book: Sound Innovations Book 2 (instrument specific)
· Instrument cleaning supplies

Families experiencing hardship please contact the school’s FCRC for support